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Why Are We Not Achieving our Strategic Goals?
Does this sound familiar to you? You’ve held your strategic planning meeting with
your management team late last year, identified key strategic projects, assigned
responsibilities and you were off and running. Everyone was on board, or so it
seemed. What’s happening? Why are we not making any progress against these
projects that are critical to our long term strategic objectives? If this is familiar to
you, don’t be surprised. You are not alone.
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Our experience with clients, and finding from multiple research studies, including
from Franklin Covey and The Balanced Scorecard, tell us that the urgency and
energy needed to run the day-to-day business will win over strategy projects every
time. It’s not that your managers and employees are not smart or incapable. Rather
the urgency of the moment will sap time and resources away without anyone
realizing it until it’s too late.
The good news…it is possible to balance these two competing tensions, the day-today running of the business and important strategic projects. Companies that put in
place an organized, continuous strategy execution management process will
successfully manage the clash of these two forces, and your employees will thank
you for it. Consider the following four principles for strengthening your organizations
strategy execution capabilities:
1.   Do less, get more – The “Law of diminishing returns” states that the more you
expect, the less will be completed. If you try to do too many strategic projects, while
holding all other day-to-day activities constant, performance will suffer. Be selective
and set priorities so that employees can realistically deal with the tensions between
day-to-day activities and being held accountable to completing key strategic
projects.
2. Lead measures drive lag measures –To ensure progress toward achieving the
organization’s objectives, leadership teams need to define lead measures that are
predicative of lag measures. As an example, reducing out-of-stocks to 3% is a lead
measure that will impact the lag measure of increased revenue.   
3.   Monitor progress – Tracking progress against lead measures and project
activity is critical to ensure accountability. Transparent reporting of results will give
project teams visibility to see measureable progress and appreciate how they have
contributed to the achievement of the organization’s objectives.
4.   Meet regularly – Schedule standing monthly meetings with your project leaders
to discuss progress against strategy project milestones. Progress meetings will
ensure that team members are maintaining a focus on the goals and are committed
to achieving them. Without these regularly scheduled meetings, employees will
succumb to their natural tendency, namely work on the day-to-day running of the
business.
These four principles of strategy execution are easier said than done. It explains
why many CEO’s and their leadership teams struggle with achieving their strategic
objectives.   However, experience working with our own clients has shown that by
investing the time and resources to adopt a robust strategy execution process will
significantly improve your strategy execution capabilities.
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“In many ways Albu
Consulting was a part of what
got us over the finish line to
sell our family business. We
really couldn’t have built such
a great company without the
strategic plans and execution
guidance Albu Consulting
provided us over the years.
Albu Consulting really did
bring us along very well.”
Bill Bassett Sr.,
Former Chairman of
The W. E. Bassett Company, Inc.

      

Do you have an experience with strategy execution you would like to share
with us? We would welcome your stories and comments.

AlbuInfo
Albu consulting is a strategy consulting firm focused on engaging and energizing
leadership teams to formulate robust business strategies and follow through on
execution of key strategic initiatives. Our mission is to help our clients achieve and
strive to exceed all their business objectives. We do this by establishing strategy
management as an organizational competency and part of everyone’s day-to-day
responsibility. We work collaboratively with goal driven, proactive CEOs of middle
market companies that are open to new ideas and passionate about increasing the
value of their businesses today and tomorrow.
To learn more, call us for a free consultation. For more information about Albu
Consulting, visit our website at www.albuconsulting.com .
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